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You won’t have a pain from the neck up when you work with us from the ground down!
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  Curtis, Marla, and Mary make up the team that 
records daily events, photographs C&E crews, 
shares history,  and makes sure it’s all error 
free. 
  We at C&E Trenching offer this monthly 
publication free of charge to our premier 
customers.  We hope you enjoy reading 
about the real moments that molded the lives 
of our customers and crew.  If you would 
rather not receive the exclusive offers we 
give to our premier customers, send an 
email to news@candetrenching.com and 
we will stop sending you our newsletter. 

June 2019

A few weeks ago on a Monday night shortly before midnight, both Marla and I’s phones 
went off, vibrating and ringing with an intensity that I didn’t recognize.  I grabbed mine 
and a message was flashing on the screen that said “Extreme alert! Tornado Warning 
in this area till 12:30AM. Take shelter now!”
This, of course, didn’t happen here locally in the peaceful Mid-Columbia Basin, 
but in Fairborn, Ohio.  Our family was back there to attend a church conference 
and our nephew’s high school graduation.  Monday at conference is a day filled 
with worship services, the last one ending 
at 8:30 in the evening. A light snack was 
served outside, and as we were standing 
in line, I noticed I had received a weather 
alert saying tornados were possible that 
night.  I mentioned it to someone and 
commented that it felt like the weather 
could breed them as it was very muggy 
and a bit oppressive feeling.  However, 
in chatting with friends and the 
tiredness of the day, we soon forgot 
all about it.  By 9:30, we were ready 
to call it a day and all headed back to 
our hotel along with Terrance’s friend 
Rhett.  
Everyone was soon asleep after their 
big day, but for some reason Marla 
and I were doing the roll, toss, turn 
act.  We were both extremely tired, 
but sleep wasn’t coming.  We weren’t 
worried about the tornado.  In fact, we 
weren’t even thinking about it.  Growing 
up in Eastern Kansas, I remember lots 
of tornado warnings and watches, but 
there was only one time that we had to go somewhere and seek shelter.  So, 
when our phones erupted from the nightstand, I jumped up and headed to 
the window to look out.  Of course, all I could see was lightning and clouds.  

Marla asked, “What should we do?”  I was awake, but not exactly thinking real 
clear. But I did know that if the tornado was close, leaving would be much more 

dangerous than staying put.  I decided to call the front 
desk. Isn’t that what you do if you need anything in a hotel?

The lady that answered sounded stressed, which didn’t seem 
like a good thing. From a conversation our first night there 
with the manager, I knew this was her first week on the job, so 

I didn’t worry about that.  “Do you have an emergency plan for 
tornadoes?” I asked.  She wasn’t sure and said that she would 

need to call her manager, but suggested we go to our bathroom 
since there was a tornado on the ground and heading our way!  

The Latest Dirt...

Continued on page 3

What’s your emergency plan?

It is midnight in a hotel bathroom 
but the three awake kids are all 
smiles! Below is a sample of the 
hail we picked up. (See article on 
this page.)



Call us at 509-545-6940 to get a quote on a new stack yard.

Mavis Underwood’s Tent Years
Mavis and her family originally had a farm in South Dakota but the Great 
Depression combined with a major drought caused the family to lose the 
farm and settle in a sod house on the Dakota plains.  In 1937, the family 
packed up and moved across the US to Idaho.  The car was tight with 8 
children and parents. The older ones sat on seats and the younger ones 
stood up or sat on laps.  At night, the family would just pull over to the 
side of the road, lay out a tarp on the ground with a quilt and settle in for 
the night.  Everyone slept outside except Mavis and her two youngest 
brothers who slept in the car. 

In Idaho, Mavis’s family heard of all 
the work available in Richland so the 
family moved to Pasco and her father 
worked as a carpenter.  They settled 
in a tent camp near the base of the 
Old Green Bridge on the Pasco side.  
Each morning Mavis and her brothers 
would haul water to the family tent site 
so that mother would have water for 
washing and cooking.  School in those 
days wasn’t like we think of when we 
think of school. Your “school” was really 
by grade.  Mavis went to the Whittier 
School which had been condemned 
but reopened due to the massive influx 
of people here for Hanford work.  Her 
brother went to school in the Methodist 

Mavis Underwood and her 
brother Dean standing in 
front of their sod home on the 
Dakota plains.

Church basement in downtown Pasco and her older brother went to a lodge hall.  At Whittier Elementary School, two children 
shared one desk.  The only available seat was next to a colored boy. “I had never seen a colored boy before,” tells Mavis.  “The 
first day I didn’t look at him.  But after that if I would drop anything, he would pick it up and give it back.  He was so kind to me.  His 
name was Duke Washington, who turned out to be one of the greatest running backs in Pasco High School’s history. (Read more 
about Duke Washington on page 7.) 

One day the children came home from school and found that their tent, along with all the family’s belongings were gone. “Our 
mom and dad had talked about moving at some point,” recalls Mavis, “but a date was never really discussed.  My brothers just 
decided to go play with the neighbor kids and eventually, a neighbor said our parents had moved to Kennewick.  So, we left the 
camp and began walking to Kennewick.  As we crossed the Green bridge, our parents passed us in the car.  They told us to keep 
walking, they’d turn around and pick us up on the way back.  The family lived for years at the tent camp off of Avenue C (Columbia 
Drive). The Columbia River level was very low compared to today’s levels after the dams.  Many of the children from the tent 
camp would play down at the river every day, looking for frogs and polly wog holes.  In 1948, there was a large flood and many of 
the campers had to head to higher ground for over a month.  This flood prompted the need for the dikes that are currently along 
the river today. Mavis’s mother took care of cleaning the bathrooms and helping out around the camp in return for free rent.  The 
bathrooms were about a ½ block way.  “When I got married, that house was the first home I lived in with running water.”

The tent camp was near Church’s Grape Juice Company.  Church’s Grape Juice had their empty glass bottles sitting outside and 
they covered probably about ½ acre of ground.  As the wind would blow across those open bottles, it would make an eerie sound.  
As brothers do, they would kid Mavis that those eerie sounds were not just the bottles. 

When Mavis reached high school age, she became good friends with Barbara Alexander whose parents lived in Patterson.  
Barbara wanted to attend a high school and Patterson didn’t have one. So, Barbara moved to Kennewick and got a job as a nanny 
so that she could attend Kennewick High School.  The family curtained off a portion of their basement as a makeshift room for her.  
One day Mavis went to visit and laid eyes on the huge bath tub.  Mavis had heard of bathtubs but had never seen one or used 
one.  After a while of visiting the family on and off, Barbara asked the family if someday when Mavis was visiting, she could take 
a bath in the bath tub. The family said anytime and Mavis totally enjoyed the experience.

“My childhood was great,” smiles Mavis. “I never lacked for anything to do even though I never had anything to do it with. But I 
had all those brothers who were always up to something and we always played outside.  We had a wonderful time growing up.

The little excavator that could!  It is a 
steep hill but no problem for this little guy.  
Here we are helping a customer get water 
to his cows.
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Need some service roads smoothed out? ----------- Call us at 509-545-6940.

That got my attention!  We woke up the kids and hurried them 
all into the bathroom, although our youngest steadfastly refused 
to wake up, so we just picked her up, blankets and all.  Marla 
sat and held her on the one seat and the rest of us stood and 
listened, half nervous and half feeling silly.  Terrance’s friend 
Rhett, also from Kansas and used to tornado warnings, was 
thinking we were crazy to be interrupting his sleep for this.  My 
personal emergency plan finally came to mind and we had a 
prayer for safety.  
After a few minutes of bathroom camaraderie, the hotel 
phone rang and the lady at the front desk informed us that the 
bathroom was the only emergency plan so we should stay in 
there.  About the time I hung up, we heard a loud rushing wind, 
so, of course, I went to the window to look out.  The smaller 
trees were bending sideways and rain was sheeting down in a 
way that you can’t imagine and never see in the Mid-Columbia.  
Then the wind shifted directions and some very large hail came 
pounding at the window.  Then it was over just like that and 
the wind calmed back down again.  I and the boys headed out 
to look things over and saw some strange hail stones larger 
than a quarter and kind of flat. Some were shaped like a donut 
with a hole in the middle.  By this time tornado sirens were 
going off along with emergency vehicle sirens and some car 
alarms. There was continual lightning that kept the sky lit 
up.  We went back in to report to the girls our findings.  Rhett 
declared that even Kansas doesn’t get hail that big! While they 
were moderately impressed, Marla and Paige were both ready 
to join Kenedee, who was still peacefully sleeping.  I decided to 
stay up and keep an eye on things.  The sirens finally shut off at 
1 a.m. and I crawled in bed for a few hours of sleep.  
The next morning on our way back to the conference, we had to 
detour as one of the tornadoes had lain down two power poles 
and several trees across the road.  Some friends said they had 
been driving on I-70 when their alert went off so they found a 
Meijer (store like Fred Meyer here) where multiple people went 
to the back of the store and rode out the storm for a couple 
hours.  Other friends that live in the area lost roofs and trees. 
One family’s brick house totally collapsed while they were in it, 
but thankfully, they survived.  After hearing these stories and 
witnessing a bit of the destruction, I was extremely thankful that 
our emergency plan provided safe harbor!

Emergency...Continued from page 1
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Meet Ignacio
For nearly a year 
Ignacio Olivera 
has proved 
himself a hard 
worker helping 
out the C&E 
crews where 
needed.  He lays 
pipe, drives truck 
and practices the 
work ethic that he 
feels is important 
for a co-worker 
– working hard 
and being a team 
player.  Ignacio 
and Yesenia 
have a 4-year 
old son and are 
looking forward to 
welcoming a new 

baby this October.  “When I’m not at work I enjoy 
riding 4-wheelers at Juniper Dunes or racing my 
modified Honda Civic on the Walla Walla race 
track,” tells Ignacio. “I enjoy modifying and working 
on my ‘toys’ but definitely wouldn’t want to do that 
for a job.”  On the ground, he enjoys speed and 
thrills, but doing that in the air is definitely not high 
on Ignacio’s bucket list.  “I tried skydiving at iFly 
in Seattle.  While it was ok, it is not something I 
need to do again soon.” Someday, he would like 
to travel to another country, with both Japan and 
the Bahamas on the radar screen.  “From a young 
age, my parents taught me to save my money 
for something big and not waste it on wants and 
desires.  This wisdom helped me be able to buy a 
house when I was 19.  Owning instead of renting 
has been great for me.”  Keep up that philosophy, 
Ignacio, and you’ll be able to spend time in many 
places besides just Japan and the Bahamas.  
Welcome to the C&E team.

Ignacio is pictured with two 
things he really likes, his family 
and racing.

The difference between a numerator 
and a denominator is a short line. Only 
a fraction of people will understand this.



Do you need trenching between crops? ----------- Call us at 509-545-6940 to get it scheduled.

Happy 4th of July
Here’s some fun facts about this historic day. Share these with your teenagers 
who “know everything already”. Just in case he might not know about these.
1. July 4th wasn’t deemed a federal holiday until 1870, nearly 100 years after the 
nation was founded.
2. Only John Hancock actually signed the Declaration of Independence on July 4, 
1776. All the others signed later.
3. The average age of the signers of the Declaration of Independence was 45. 
The youngest was Thomas Lynch, Jr. (27) of South Carolina. The oldest delegate 
was Benjamin Franklin (70) of Pennsylvania. The lead author of The Declaration, 
Thomas Jefferson, was 33.
4. One out of every eight signers of the Declaration of Independence was a 
Harvard graduate.
5. The only two signers of the Declaration of Independence who later served as 
President of the United States were John Adams and Thomas Jefferson.
6. The stars on the original American flag were in a circle so all the Colonies would 
appear equal.
7. Three US presidents have died on July 4th - John Adams, Thomas Jefferson 
and James Monroe. In a bizarre twist of fate, Adams and Jefferson both died on 
July 4, 1826, the fiftieth anniversary of the country they helped found.
8. In 1776, there were 2.5 million people living in the new nation. Today the 
population of the United States is 327 million.

9. Fifty-nine locations in the US contain the word “Liberty”, with Pennsylvania having 11.
10. Every 4th of July the Liberty Bell in Philadelphia is tapped (not actually rung) thirteen times in honor of the original 
thirteen colonies.

What a beautiful view! We’re talking 
about asphalt going down, of course. 
(The vineyard is nice too!)
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Look at this cute, easy treat 
dreamed up by melskitchencafe.
com. Strawberries, blueberries, 
1” brownie squares and a 
marshmallow make these easy 
and delicious. They’ll be flying off 
the plate this July 4th.

Prepping for asphalt at the fork in the 
road. Not sure which is less traveled...

Same place as the two left pictures 
but now with asphalt. if you need an 
access road paved or graveled, give 
us a call!

Dorthy L. gave us a “Very Cool!” rating when she left this comment for 
us. “I was very pleased with your prompt action to my problem - 
other companies didn’t seem interested or care. Thank you.”



Do you need trenching between crops? ----------- Call us at 509-545-6940 to get it scheduled.

Huh??????
Some folks say the simplest things in such hard ways. 
This reminds me of “Fast As I Can” (episode #671) of the 
Adventures in Odyssey audio series. It’s a great kids audio 
adventure with the overly smart Eugene Meltsner who has 
to give his science talk using only one syllable words. It 
throws him into a tail spin but all of his listeners thought 
it was the best ever. So how about it? Try to unscramble 
these simple sayings from a sentence of words that would 
make an English teacher giddy. The first one is done for 
you and all the rest of the answers are on page 7.

1.  It’s impossible to instruct a superannuated canine in 
innovative maneuvers. Answer: You can’t teach an old dog 
new tricks.
2. Selectivity on the part of mendicants must not be allowed.
3. Physical possession of a solitary member of the avian 
species is commensurate with the presence of twice as 
many in the shrubbery.
4. The totality of articles that gleam resplendently is not 
necessarily auriferous.
5. Male cadavers are incapable of yielding testimony.
6. Homologous ornithological specimens congregate.
7. Individuals who create abodes of vitreous material should 
be advised to refrain from catapulting petrous objects.
8. The mental condition caused by adversity is enamored of 
a multitude of individuals in proximity.
9. Without exception, atmospheric manifestations are 
marginally argentine.
10. An abundance of human extremities alleviates the 
burden of travail.
11.  A plethora of practitioners of culinary arts deleteriously 
influences the quality of the bullion.
12. Fifty percent of standard mass of oven-treated dough is 
preferable to a dearth thereof.
13. Relative inaccuracy parallels in effectiveness a 
miscalculation of 63,260 inches.
14. A mere scintilla of erudition is fraught with hazard.
15. Neither the continuum of infinity nor cyclical wave 
activity is attendant upon humanity.
16. Abjure prodigality and preclude destitution.
17. Terrestrial power is vesting in the agitator of the 
oscillating bassinet.
18. A calligraphic instrument dominates mere weaponry.
19. Accurate appraisal of the merit of a tome’s content 
would be unfeasible were it to be predicated exclusively 
upon extreme evidence.

How can you resist this cute smile? In January, we 
shared a photo of four young brothers, including 
Trey (above), wearing their C&E hats that we gave 
out at the Eastern Washington Ag Expo. When 
Trey’s newsletter arrived and he read the caption, 
“The future C&E crew!”, he was SHOCKED! He 
exclaimed, “Oh my! They want US to work for them? 
That sounds like HARD work. It’s in the dirt. I bet they 
would need me to work like 50 hours a day. Oh my! I 
better start practicing digging now!” And he promptly 
marched off to get his C&E hat, newsletter in hand. 
Thanks for sharing, Mom! Way to train those boys, 
and a few girls too.

It seems that Robert is always in the news. 
In Belize, Robert worked on more than just 
buildings. Who knows what the future holds but 
we couldn’t miss this headline news opportunity.
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We offer a lifetime warranty on your septic system. ----------- Call us at 509-545-6940.

C&E”s own “Kidz dig Rigz” showcase.  Robert 
showing off the inside of the grader to some 
lucky kiddos.
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The crew is putting in a new water main for the 
City of Richland along Leslie Road. We’re going 
to be working on Leslie for a month plus, so you 
may want to take advantage of another road to 
avoid delays!

Try to remember the greener 
grass across the fence may 
be due to a septic tank issue.

Want to know more about Ray’s Twilight 
Septic Service?  Visit our website at www.

twilightseptic.com.

509-375-3333
TwilightSeptic.com

TIP #3 Dispose of your Garbage 
Disposal

If drain fields could dream, garbage disposal systems 
would be their absolute worst nightmare. 

***Limit the use of your 
garbage disposal*** 

Garbage disposals are hazardous in a multitude 
of ways, one of the most damaging of which is 
the constant introduction of non-biodegradable 
substances and too much water into the septic 
system. 

Here is the problem: 
• First, the ground-up waste from a garbage 

disposal plugs the perforated pipes in the drain 
field. 

• Next, the flood of water most people use to 
ease down the ground-up waste isn’t able to be 
evenly dispersed throughout the drain field and 
proceeds to saturate parts of the drain field. 

• Third, a saturated drain field is not a good thing, 
and therefore will give you many headaches! 

An excellent way to get rid of coffee grounds, 
peelings or egg shells you would normally pulverize 
down the disposal is to make a compost bin. They 
are simple to make and maintain, free, and much 
more green than a garbage disposal. 

So try taking out the trash instead of flushing it.

P.S. If your septic is causing you problems, give the 
Septic Superstars a call - - 509-375-3333!

If your neighbors need help, have them call us.
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Thanks for 
calling, Again!
5 D Farms LLC
Amanda Matthiessen
Arlene’s Howeowner Association
Bechtel National Inc.
Chad Markel
City of Richland
Clint Didier
DS Schneider LLC
Garden Gate Nursery LLC
Gilbert Orchard
Harvest Height Assembly of God
Hienan Brothers
Middleton Six Son’s Farm
Miller Ag, LLC
PUD No. 2 of Grant County
Schneider Farms
Van Rijn Farms
Victory Ag
Weather Eye-Three Monkeys
Wray Hay

Welcome to C&E
We thrive on referrals.  

Abby Coleman
Carla Mulholland
Casey Ag
Dorothy Langston
House of Paint & Auto Distribution

How Hot is it?
It’s so hot:
• the cows are giving evaporated milk. 
• the chickens are laying hard-boiled eggs.
• the dog chased a cat and they were both walkin’.
• hot water now comes out of both taps. 
• every time I think about ice, water pours out of my ears. 
• you actually burn your hand opening the car door. 
• you realize that asphalt has a liquid state. 
• the birds have to use pot holders to pull worms out of the ground.
• the potatoes cook underground, and all you have to do to have lunch is pull 

one out and add butter, salt and pepper.
• farmers are feeding their chickens crushed ice to keep them 
    from laying hard-boiled eggs. 
• you start buying stock in Gatorade. 
• the trees are whistling for the dogs. 
• you start putting ice cubes in your water bed. 
• you no longer associate bridges (or rivers) with water. 
• you can say 113 degrees without fainting. 

• the four seasons: tolerable, hot, really hot and ARE YOU KIDDING ME?! 
• you eat hot chilies to cool your mouth off. 
• your dream house is any house in Alaska. 
• you can make instant sun tea. 
• your car overheats before you drive it. 
• you learn that a seat belt makes a pretty 

good branding iron. 
• the temperature drops below 95 and you feel a bit chilly. 
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Elementary School Contacts
Duke Washington shared a desk in elementary school with Mavis Underwood, our featured pioneer on page two. At that 
time, neither of them knew what the years ahead would hold. Duke began playing football at Pasco High School and is 
considered one of the greatest running backs in their history.

After high school, he went on to play for the Washington State Cougars. He did not let his 
colored skin stop him from playing hard. Duke Washington is best known as the first black man 
to ever play in the Memorial Stadium at the University of Texas. Prior to the Longhorns game, 
Washington was given the option to not play against the Longhorns in their home stadium, 
which had an “unofficial” rule that forbid blacks from playing either for or against Texas. The 
WSU Cougar administration said “no Washington, no game”. Washington played well and not 
only was he the first black man to play, he was also the first black athlete to score a touchdown 
in that stadium, torching the Longhorn defense for a 73-yard touchdown – much to the delight 
of the Texas crowd.

Duke Washington’s momentous color-breaking game and touchdown run are just one of many accomplishments he 
achieved on the gridiron.   He went on to play for other colleges and football leagues and was drafted by the Philadelphia 
Eagles in 1955. After football, he found employment as a Seattle-area art teacher, a Vice Principal at Seattle’s Franklin 
High School and Assistant Dean of Students at the University of Washington.  In 2009, Duke Washington was inducted 
into the Washington State University Athletic Hall of Fame. Washington died in 2017 at the age of 83 from complications 
with pneumonia.

Answers from page 5 - 2. Beggars can’t be choosers. 3. A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush.  
4. All that glitters is not gold. 5. Dead men tell no tales. 6. Birds of the feather flock together. 7. People who 
live in glass houses shouldn’t throw stones. 8. Misery loves company. 9. Every cloud has a silver lining. 10. 
Many hands make light work. 11. Too many cooks spoil the broth. 12. Half a loaf is better than none. 13. A 
miss is as good as a mile. 14. A little learning is a dangerous thing. 15. Time and tide waits for no man. 16. 
Waste not, want not. 17. The hand that rocks the cradle rules the world. 18. The pen is more powerful than 
the sword. 19. You can’t judge a book by its cover.
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www.CandEtrenching.com
509-545-6940
P.O. Box 3788
Pasco, WA 99302

“One benefit of Summer was that each day we had more light 
to read by.” ― Jeannette Walls

Get that camera out and 
snap some pictures, 
then send them to us. 
The catch? Every picture 
submitted must show a 
copy of our newsletter. 
So when on vacation, 
sitting around a cozy fire, 
jumping out of an airplane 
or pulling an Evil Knievel 
stunt, hold a copy of our 
newsletter and take a 
photo. Then send it in 
to us and you will be 
entered to win one of our custom C&E dump trucks 
loaded with C&E prizes. 
Send your picture to news@ 
candetrenching.com.
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Send Us Your PictureThe Latest Dirt went to... Georgia!

Gary, a faithful reader from Georgia, shared this photo. The 
Department of Fish and Wildlife came to relocate this 7 foot gator 
that had taken up residency in a pond on their property. While the 
gator was perfectly fine with being friends with the family, the family 
was a bit uncertain of the long term friendship.  Before the gator left, 
there was a photo opportunity for our west coast readers showing 
life on the farm down south.


